EQGURU CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

EQGURU provides equipment resale valuations as well as its proprietary Residual Value Calculator™, which many financial institutions use today to determine lease and lease to own computations. Industry professionals acknowledge EQGURU's proprietary data, products and services as providing the most accurate third-party non-biased data regarding the heavy construction equipment industry. Manufacturers, distributors, financial services, government agencies and end-users trust and rely upon EQGURU's invaluable information to make educated decisions when researching, selling, purchasing and financing heavy construction equipment.

FREE SEARCH... Find a model now!

Request information on specific models or purchase as many reports as you need, without paying an annual membership fee.

Use the below search tool to find the model information you need. Once you have purchased one report, you will be given a username and password so you can access and compare your purchased reports online for one year. Begin by selecting a manufacturer or EQ type below and click the 'Search' button. From there you can either request information on specific models or click the 'Add to Cart' button and complete your purchase or continue shopping for more reports.

Interested in an annual membership? See our offerings, signup online »
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• Search our robust construction equipment database
• Interact with your personal account
• Stay updated on the latest construction equipment industry model releases
- Search specific equipment type
- Search discontinued models as well as current models
- “One-touch” icon function allows user to directly interact with the program with a single “click” of the mouse
SELECT SIMILAR MODELS

- Select and view Similar model of a particular equipment and capacity type
- View current and discontinued models
- Select any Feature by clicking an icon to go directly to the feature and or function
- Values spanning 10 years
- Use adjustments to accurately assess a valid resale value
- View Low, High & Average resale values to evaluate the current market resale value range
MODIFIED RESALE VALUES & NATIONAL GRAPH REPRESENTATION

- View an accurate resale value particular to your piece of construction equipment
- View our quick-reference Value Graph to compare your modified Value to the national average
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CALCULATE RESIDUAL VALUES

- Utilize our proprietary Residual Value Calculator to determine an off-lease retail resale value
- Calculate future value by personally modifying important and crucial Variables
- Much more accurate than a current Resale Value to determine a future value
CALCULATED RESIDUAL VALUE

- View, Print or Save your personalized Residual Value for future reference and records
- Estimated Retail and Wholesale Residual Valuations available
- Used by many Leasing and Financial Institutions to assist in the financing construction equipment

---

This residual value projection is a best effort professional estimate based on information available to C.I.R. at this time. Economic and market conditions in the future may differ from the assumptions used today. No warranty, express or implied, is being provided.

If you do not see a model that you would like an estimated residual value for, please contact info@eqguru.com.
CREATE MULTIPLE COMMENTS PER INDIVIDUAL MODEL

- Comments created by members of specific groups
- Comments can be used to share important and competitive information with staff
- Illuminated C-icon represents comments are available
- All comments are password protected per company
**FLEET TRACKER**

- Build and save details of current fleets
- Use our modifiable Retail Values or Residual Values to assess current and or future value
- Keep track of fleet(s) for insurance purposes
- “Fleet Tracker” maintains ongoing fleet value adjustments over time, automatically